Background {#Sec1}
==========

'*For good health, increase the intake of proteins and lower the intake of fat. No, wait a second- increase the fat intake and lower the carbohydrates'*. To critically interpret such seemingly 'contradicting' nutrition information and dietary advice from different sources, a high level of nutrition literacy is needed.

Dietary habits acquired during early adolescence are often life-long and have a strong impact on one's future health. Adolescents today are exposed to a vast amount of nutrition information from various sources including traditional print media such as newspapers and magazines; online media like websites, blogs, social media platforms like Facebook; advertisements on television, radios; from health experts like dietitians, doctors and from social interaction with family and peers. While increased access to nutrition information is a welcome progression in efforts to advance nutrition promotion strategies, with it has emerged an increase in the 'confusion' associated with having too much information, a characteristic of 'information overload' \[[@CR1]\]. This points to the concept of 'filter failure' indicating that the strategies for deciding which information is relevant have not evolved at the same pace as the means for producing the information \[[@CR2]\]. In addition, the assurances about the quality of information provided by these sources seems to be lagging behind \[[@CR3]\]. These concerns have fueled the interest in exploring how individuals appraise nutrition information obtained from various sources, prior to making nutrition-related decisions.

Appraisal skills encompass the ability to interpret, filter, judge and evaluate health information obtained \[[@CR4]\]. In the field of nutrition, these skills are associated with nutrition literacy, specifically critical nutrition literacy (CNL). Broadly, nutrition literacy refers to an individual's capacity to access, process and understand nutrition information needed to make appropriate decisions regarding one's nutrition \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. In the domain of critical nutrition literacy, information appraisal skills are emphasized in one's ability to evaluate the quality of the nutrition information and advice received \[[@CR8]\]. Methodological advancement in the field of nutrition literacy has yielded a number of assessment instruments used to measure the skills and competencies associated with nutrition literacy in both clinical and non-clinical settings \[[@CR9]--[@CR14]\]. However, only a few of these measures specifically target the domain of 'critical' nutrition literacy \[[@CR7], [@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Furthermore, these measures of critical nutrition literacy have predominantly focused on how individuals with an advanced level of education appraise information and nutrition claims based on principles of evidence-based research \[[@CR16]\]. This focus seems to overlook how individuals without an advanced level of nutrition education, appraise and contextualize nutrition information in the media.Therefore, the aim of the present study was to examine the psychometric properties of a newly developed CNL scale measuring perceived proficiency in evaluating nutrition information from various sources, targeting individuals without an advanced level of nutrition education. Owing to the evaluation aspect of CNL, we refer to the scale as the critical nutrition literacy --evaluation (CNL-E) scale. We translated our aim into the following three hypotheses:H1) The CNL-E scale has acceptable overall fit to the restricted rating scale parametrization of the polytomous unidimensional Rasch model (PCM), consists of locally independent items, and represents a well targeted and reliable measurement scale.H2) Each item in the CNL-E scale has ordered response categories, displays no within-item bias or differential item functioning (DIF), and has acceptable individual fit to the PCM.H3) Using confirmatory factor analysis, the CNL-E scale has acceptable factorial validity and discriminant validity.

It follows from empirical support of the above hypotheses that reasonable claims about adolescents' critical evaluation of nutrition information from various sources, that go beyond the observed CNL-E scale score sums, are plausible.

Method {#Sec2}
======

Frame of reference {#Sec3}
------------------

We randomly selected 200 schools from a list of lower secondary schools in Norway and the respective school principals were contacted by email and telephone seeking consent to volunteer in the study. From the 58 schools that accepted to participate, we collected data during the period of April to May 2015 by use of an electronic survey system from 1622 students aged 15--16 years.

The substantive theory of the CNL-E latent variable {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------

Basing on Nutbeam's tripartite model of health literacy \[[@CR17]\], nutrition literacy is categorized into three cumulative levels referred to as *functional nutrition literacy* (FNL), *interactive nutrition literacy* (INL) and *critical nutrition literacy* (CNL). FNL is concerned with basic writing and reading skills that are required to access information about nutrition. INL is comprised of the interpersonal communication and cognitive skills which enable individuals to translate and apply information in their daily lives with the aim of improving their overall nutritional status. Thirdly, CNL is concerned with higher level cognitive and social skills that enable individuals to critically appraise nutrition information and advice, as well as engage in actions that are aimed at addressing the barriers to good nutrition at individual and group levels \[[@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR18]\]. The critical dimension of health literacy (CHL), which is akin to CNL, is also conceptualized as 'judgement skills'- the ability to judge information based on factual knowledge necessary to deal with novel situations \[[@CR19]\]. With respect to nutrition literacy, factual or declarative knowledge is characterized by an awareness of the facts and processes that pertain a certain nutrition benefit or condition \[[@CR15]\]. Therefore, individuals that are 'critically nutrition-literate' are expected to meaningfuly interprete and skillfully establish how reliable, valid and credible nutrition information and dietary advice is, by comparing this information to established nutrition facts (factual knowledge).

This aspect of judging information against established factual knowledge is reflective of scientific literacy (SL), which is the capacity to apply factual scientific knowledge to identify scientific issues, explain scientific phenomena and to draw evidence-based conclusions in order to inform decisions in personal, social and global contexts \[[@CR20]\]. Scientific knowledge in different contexts for example in the field of nutrition, provides the criteria against which information is judged. Additionally, scientific literacy is concerned with the skills that enable individuals to assess the trustworthiness (validity) of information and their willingness to participate in science-related issues, with the ideas of science as constructive, concerned and reflective citizens \[[@CR20]\]. Therefore, it thus follows that critical nutrition literacy (CNL) is part of scientific literacy (SL) as CNL involves the application of nutrition knowledge to explain, evaluate and interpret nutrition information basing on scientific factual knowledge about nutrition and involves emancipatory action to address barriers to good nutrition \[[@CR21]\].

Owing to the vast amount of nutrition information that is available from various sources, it is important that individuals are 'media literate'. Media literacy encompasses the competencies and skills that enable persons to access, analyze, evaluate and produce communication in a variety of forms \[[@CR22]\]. A proposed theory of media literacy suggests that in order for individuals to become more media literate, they must possess the capacity to comprehend information, that is to find meaning in information hosted by the media (meaning matching) and the capacity to transform information from the media and create meaning for oneself (meaning construction) \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. Central to both these inter-twined capacities of media literacy are 'evaluation or appraisal skills', which are suggested as one of the most relevant critical thinking skills required for the effective appraisal of messages in the media \[[@CR23]\]. The process of critical thinking involves skillfully analyzing and synthesizing information as a guide to action and is a core component of health literacy. This is especially important if individuals are to create meaningful links between health information obtained from numerous sources in the media \[[@CR25]\].

From the above, it is evident that evaluation skills are a crucial link between CNL, ML and SL as they enable persons to adequately identify nutrition claims, assess the consistency of nutrition information in the media and establish the validity of the underlying messages through comparison with established scientific knowledge, thereby informing their action towards overcoming barriers to good nutrition.

The CNL-E items {#Sec5}
---------------

The five-item CNL-E scale shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, uses a six-point response scale anchored with the phrase 'on a scale from 'very difficult' to 'very easy', how easy or difficult would you say it is to (1 = Very difficult, 6 = Very easy)' The phrase is adapted from the European Health Literacy Survey Questionnaire (HLS-EU-Q47) \[[@CR4]\]. The items were generated basing on competencies related to the process of understanding and appraising health-related information, as reflected in the integrated model of health literacy; and the category of 'scientific enquiry', according to the PISA framework for assessing scientific literacy \[[@CR4], [@CR26]\]. The sources of information were categorized into 'traditional' sources covering television, print sources such as newspapers, magazines and 'online' sources such as websites. Items 1--3 assessed the extent to which respondents felt that they could trust the nutrition information from different sources. These items explored how competent the respondents were in comprehending and interpreting nutrition information in order to maintain adequate nutritional status and prevent malnutrition. Items 4 and 5 assessed the proficiency with which respondents felt they could establish the falsifiability of nutrition claims by judging the information against basic knowledge about nutrition (facts). As the 10th grade marks the end of compulsory education in Norway, students in the 12th grade have acquired basic knowledge about nutrition (factual) and are expected to ably apply these facts while making decisions about nutrition \[[@CR27]\].Table 1Wording of the CNL-E scale items (originally stated in Norwegian)ItemItem wording1evaluate whether nutritional advice in the media (newspapers, magazines, television) is reliable?2consider how reliable warnings about poor nutrition are, as warnings against malnutrition?3consider whether information on websites for nutritional information is reliable?4consider what it takes a scientific nutritional claim to be valid?5evaluate nutritional advice in the media (newspapers, magazines, television) in a scientific way?Note: The six-point response scale was anchored with the phrase 'on a scale from 'very difficult' to 'very easy', how easy or difficult would you say it is to (1 = Very difficult, 6 = Very easy)'

Person factors and data properties {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

In addition to the CNL-E scale, students reported on the following person factors; gender as either male or female, language predominantly spoken at home as Norwegian, Danish/Swedish (Scandinavian languages) or 'other', and their mother's, father's and own place of birth as Norway, Denmark/Sweden or 'other'. A dummy variable, 'cultural background' was created with the person factor levels '*majority*' if at least either the student or one of the parents were born in a Scandinavian country and '*minority*' if elsewhere. The levels of linguistic and cultural background are justified by the similarities among the Scandinavian countries. Lastly, as an indicator of socioeconomic status (SES), the students reported how many books they could access at home \[[@CR28]\]. The number of books in the home was used as an indicator of SES as research on SES and family resources shows that the aspects of the home literacy environment, such as 'opportunity'-which includes the number of books in a home; are strongly correlated with children's reading skills \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Additionally, when measuring SES at student level in heterogonous groups, the number of books shows clearer differences between children from different backgrounds \[[@CR31]\]. In order to help improve the response accuracy, a picture of how different numbers of books might appear on a bookshelf, in five groups of 10 through to 200 might look like, was included. A dichotomous variable with the levels 'less than 100 books' and '100 or more books' was thereby defined.

### CNL-E scale response characteristics {#Sec7}

Of the 1622 students in the sample, 78 did not respond to any of the CNL-E items (invalid records) and 137 students (less than 10%) had one or more missing responses. Item 1 had the lowest number of missing responses (80) and item 4 had the highest number of missing responses (109). There were 75 extreme scorers in the data set; 28 of whom responded "1" to all five items and 45 of whom responded "6" to all five items. With 78 invalid records and 75 extreme scorers, there were 1469 students with valid scores available for analyses.

Validating measurement models approach 1: Rasch analysis (RA) -- Testing the empirical data up against the theoretical requirements of fundamental measurement {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A measurement model describes how responses to a set of items (observed variables) reflect a unidimensional latent trait (unobserved variable), such as 'critically evaluating nutrition information. Theoretically, Rasch models fulfill the assumptions and requirements of fundamental measurement such as unidimensionality, equal item distribution, specific objectivity and additivity \[[@CR32]--[@CR39]\]. Rasch analysis makes it possible to assess the psychometric properties of new and existing scales, by assessing whether the response patterns in the data fit the expectations of Rasch models \[[@CR40]\]. Based on the prescriptive Rasch models, the distance between the item location (difficulty) and person location (proficiency) defines the expected probability of a certain response \[[@CR41]\]. The polytomous unidimensional Rasch model (PCM) assumes two parameterizations, the 'unrestricted' partial credit parameterization (PCM) \[[@CR42]\] or the 'restricted' rating scale parameterization (RSM) \[[@CR43]\], where the latter is nested within the first. Data-model fit of 'competing' nested models is compared applying likelihood ratio tests (LRT) \[[@CR44]\]. The LRT test statistic is the difference or change in deviance, which is the asymptotically chi-square (*χ*^2^) distributed statistic with degrees of freedom (*df*) equal to the difference in number of estimated parameters. A large and significant *χ*^2^ value indicates that the null hypothesis, which states that the less complex nested model or parameterization describes the data better than the more complex model or parameterization; should be rejected. If we compare models before and after discarding and adding items, we no longer have nested models and apply measures such as the Akaike Information criteria (AIC) \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\].

### Fit to the Rasch model {#Sec9}

Comparing the 'theoretically or model expected' probabilities of responses to the 'empirically observed' portions, yields a formal 'chi-square test of goodness-of-fit'. The concept 'item discrimination' indicates how well an item is capable of discriminating or separating between individuals with higher person location estimates along the latent trait from those with lower estimates. An 'under-discriminating' item is indicative of a weaker distinction between such respondents than what is expected by the RM and is indicated by a large and nonsignificant item chi-square value (*p*(*χ*^2^) \< 5%) as compared to the *χ*^2^ distribution on that degrees of freedom. To account for statistical misfit that might arise owing to chance, we adjust the significance level by the number of *χ*^2^ tests applied, applying the Bonferroni adjustment \[[@CR39]\].

### Ordering of response categories and differential item functioning {#Sec10}

When respondents use the rating scales as intended, ordered thresholds reflect the increasing levels of severity across each response category \[[@CR40]\]. The different threshold locations reflect the locations at which the probability of a response in two adjacent categories is equal.Within-item bias is examined by checking for the presence of differential item functioning (DIF). DIF is indicated when individuals with the same standing on the latent trait belonging to different categories of a person factor (such as gender) have different probabilities of endorsing an item \[[@CR41], [@CR46]\].

### Targeting and reliability {#Sec11}

In a well-targeted scale, the distribution of the person estimates matches the distribution of the item threshold estimates, where either the person or item estimates are centered at 0.0 logits. Poor targeting increases the risk of extreme scores and unordered response categories. The Person Separation Index (PSI), which is analogous to Cronbach's alpha, indicates how precise the measurement is, given unidimensionality. Values greater than 0.70 suggest better internal consistency reliability \[[@CR42]\].

### The assumption of local independence {#Sec12}

The Rasch models assume locally independent items -- i.e., all covariance between the items is attributed to the latent trait variable or 'Rasch factor'. Violation of local independence is reflected as either *multidimensionality* implying that more than one latent variable influences the responses, or *response dependence* where subsets of items share further similarities than those accounted for by the latent trait variable.). Response dependence is indicated by significant correlation between item model residuals (\>.30) \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\].

To empirically check for unidimensionality, a combined principal components analysis of residuals (PCA) and paired *t*-tests procedure is available in RUMM. If 5% or less of the *t*-tests are significant, then the proportion of instances in which two item subsets yield "significantly" different person location estimates is small enough to retain the hypothesis of unidimensionality \[[@CR46]--[@CR49]\]. Additionally, subtest structures based on theoretical or empirical assumptions of subsets of items might be formed to investigate violations of local independence \[[@CR50]\].

Furthermore, additional tests of dimensionality can be carried out by applying multidimensional Rasch modelling in the ConQuest \[[@CR51]\] program and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using Lisrel \[[@CR52]\].

Validating measurement models approach 2: Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) -- Covariance characteristics defining latent traits {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A structural equation model involves *measurement models* that define latent variables and a *structural model* to indicate how the latent variables are related \[[@CR53]\].

### Model specification {#Sec14}

A confirmatory factor model is based on theoretical assumptions, that the observed variables represent the latent variable accurately, albeit with a unique variance (error). The model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the latent variable "critical nutrition literacy evaluation" (CNL-E) is measured by the observed variables CNL1, CNL2, CNL3, CNL4 and CNL5, taking into account the unique variance associated with each of the observed variables CNL1-CNL5. Formally, the model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is a hypothesized a priori 1-factor confirmatory factor model (M1) testing the hypothesized relationship between the latent variable and the observed variables i.e.; whether the responses to the questionnaire items measure the latent variable. The factor structure for the hypothesized a priori 1-factor confirmatory factor in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for a post hoc modified model (M2) is conceptually diagrammed, based on modification indices suggested by Lisrel between items CNL1 and CNL4 and CNL2 and CNL5. In both figures, the variance of the latent variable (CNL-E) is fixed to 1.0 (completely standardized solutions).

### Model identification {#Sec15}

Refers to deciding on whether a single value for each unknown model parameter, referred to as a free parameter (FP) is obtainable from the observed data. Because latent variables are unobservable, they have no scale of their own; therefore their origin and unit of measurement can be assumed by defining the unit of the latent variable in relation to reference variable-an observed variable whose coefficient (factor loading) is fixed; and or by fixing the variance of the latent variable to 1.0, thereby assuming that it is a standardized variable.

As the observed variance-covariance matrix ***(S)*** is an "unstructured" and symmetric matrix, it contains *k*(*k* + 1)/2 unique or distinct values (DV). The single factor CFA measurement model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} has *k* = 5 items so there are 15 DV in ***S***. The number of free parameters (FP) to be estimated for the model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} were counted as following (see Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}): 4 factor loadings (with 1 other factor loading (CNL2) fixed to 1), 5 item unique variances, 0 item unique covariances[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} (or correlations in standardized solution) and 1 latent variable variance -- a total of 10 free parameters. For a model to be identified, FP must be less than or equal to DV. Therefore, the model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is "over-identified" with degrees of freedom *df* = DV-FP = 5. This means it is possible to obtain a single value for each unknown FP from the observed data and still have degrees of freedom available for estimating data-model fit.

Model estimation {#Sec16}
----------------

Refers to the estimation of data-model fit. Using diagonally weighted least squares (DWLS) and or maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, the FP are estimated with the aim of obtaining a model-based (implied) variance-covariance matrix (***Σ)*** with elements as close as possible to the elements in ***S*** \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\]. The objective of the estimation is therefore to achieve a residual variance-covariance matrix ***S*-*Σ*** where the elements are as small as possible. Because ML assumes multivariate normality, in cases of non-continous distribution, such as with observations made on ordinal variables like those obtained from rating scales as in the current study; asymptomatic distribution-free (ADF) estimators are used \[[@CR55]\]. These include the diagonally weighted least squares (DWLS), which make no assumptions about the distribution of the observed variables. DWLS minimizes the chance over-estimating chi-square fit values and underestimating standard errors \[[@CR53]\].

### Model evaluation {#Sec17}

Refers to evaluating the discrepancy between ***S*** and ***Σ***. Absolute fit indices such as the chi-square (*χ*^2^) and standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR), are used to achieve this. A statistically significant chi-square value implies imperfect model fit and points to rejection of the model \[[@CR55]\], therefore it is advisable to report other fit indices as they provide different information about model fit, providing more conservative and reliable evaluation of the fit to the model. The "parsimony correction indices", such as the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and "close" fit (Cfit), evaluate the discrepancy between ***S*** and ***Σ*** while penalizing complex models with many parameters \[[@CR53]--[@CR55]\]. Using ML or DWLS estimation along with the asymptotic covariance matrix, LISREL implements the mean-adjusted Santorra-Bentler scaled *χ*^2^ to adjust for non-normality. Incremental fit indices, such as the comparative fit index (CFI) and the non-normed fit index (NNFI) or Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), assess absolute or parsimonious fit relative to a baseline model hypothesizing no relationships among the variables. The latter indices are therefore rather liberal, with values greater than 0.95 for the CFI, NNFI (TLI), indicative of an acceptable model-data fit \[[@CR54]\]. Values \<.05, .05- \< .08, .08--.10 imply good fit, reasonable fit (.05- \< .08) and mediocre fit (.08--.10), while values \>.10 indicate poor fit. An associated fit index is the C-fit value, which is a test of the closeness of fit when RMSEA \< 0.05. Values greater than 0.05 indicate a good model fit \[[@CR54]--[@CR56]\].

Lastly, the critical sample (CN) statistic; which shows the size that a sample should reach in order to accept the fit of a given model on a statistical basis. Values \> 200 indicate that the model is an accurate representation of the data \[[@CR57]\].

### Model modification {#Sec18}

Refers to adding or removing items and/ or paths to obtain better data-model fit -- that there are alternative models predicting the observed variables better. Modification indices \> 3.84 indicate which previously fixed parameters should be set free (added) in order to improve model fit maximally \[[@CR53]\]. However, this should only be done if the modifications fit the underlying theory. It is advisable that where possible, researchers test the resultant post-hoc model on a different sample as adjusting models after initial testing increases the chances of capitalizing on sampling error, in that 'idiosyncratic characteristics of the sample may influence the modifications performed' \[[@CR58]\]. Furthermore, because model modifications generally result into better fitting models, there is a risk of having more data-driven than theory-driven models which are not generalizable across samples \[[@CR59]\]. Therefore, it is important to justify any model modifications on empirical and/or conceptual grounds such as item content and violations of local independence \[[@CR60]\].

Results {#Sec19}
=======

Rasch analysis {#Sec20}
--------------

This section begins with a discussion of the dimensionality of the data, fit to the Rasch model, the individual item response dependency (local independence) and finally elaborates on the validity of the theoretically derived model using confirmatory factor analysis, for the latent variable 'critically evaluating nutrition information from various sources'. All analyses run smoothly.

Using ConQuest, the data was fitted to the partial credit parameterization (PCM) (deviance =15,544, number of estimated parameters = 21) and to the rating scale parameterization (RSM) (deviance = 19,004, number of estimated parameters = 10) of the unidimensional polytomous Rasch model. Comparing these nested parameterizations yielded a significant LRT chi-square statistic *χ*^2^ (Δ*df* = 11, *N* = 1469, *p* \< 0.05, critical value = 19.68, implying that the PCM describe the data significantly better than the RSM. The change in deviance is asymptotically *χ*^2^ distributed (see Step 1 in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1The highest factor loading (CNL2) was fixed to 1.0 (completely standardized solution). The rectangular boxes represent the observed variables (CNL1-CNL5), while the oval shape represents the unobserved latent factor, CNL-E. The single arrows pointing towards the observed variables indicate the specific variance for each of the five variablesFig. 2The double-headed arrows represent the uniqueness correlations between CNL1 & CNL4, and CNL2 & CNL5. The highest factor loading (CNL2) is fixed to 1.0 (completely standardized solution). The rectangular boxes represent the observed variables (CNL1-CNL5), while the oval shape represents the unobserved latent factor, CNL-E. The single arrows pointing towards the observed measured variables indicate the uniqueness, a composite of specific variance and measurement error specific to each of the five variablesFig. 3Step 1 tests the null hypothesis that the restricted rating scale parameterization (RSM) describes the data as well as the more complex partial credit parameterization (PCM) of the polytomous unidimensional Rasch model (PCM). Step 2 investigates dimensionality, comparing fit to the PCM of the 1-dimensional scale and a 2-dimensional scale. In the 2-dimensional scale, the items are categorized into two 'sub-dimensions' i.e., items 1, 2, 3 and items 4 and 5, based on qualitative interpretation of item content, confirmed by the PCA/*t*-test procedure in RUMM2030. The dashed arrow indicates that the 1-dim PCM is the preferred parameterization

Applying the principal component analysis in RUMM, the subset of items CNL4 and CNL5 loaded positively on the first principal component, while the subset of items CNL1, CNL2 and CNL3 loaded negatively on that component. These two item subsets might therefore tap into two different aspects of the overall underlying trait 'critically evaluating nutrition information and therefore possibly define two subscales which might rank individuals differently. Regarding local independence, none of the residual correlations between any pairs of items in the scale excceded 0.3, implying that there was no significant response dependence between the items. However the presence of large negative residual correlations less than − 0.3, pointed to the presence of possible underlying dimensions (multidimensionality). Furthermore, a PCA of item residuals yielded two item sets comprised of items CNL1, CNL2 and CNL3 and items CNL4 and CNL5, respectively. Subsequently paired *t*-tests implied a sufficiently unidimensional scale as approximately 5% of the paired t-tests were significant. Using ConQuest, the data was fitted to the partial credit parametrization of the 2-dimensional polytomous Rasch model (deviance = 19,072, number of estimated parameters =31), where the two item subsets defined the two dimensions (see Step 2 in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and to the partial credit parametrization of the unidimensional polytomous Rasch model (deviance =15,544, number of estimated parameters = 21). Comparing these nested models yielded a non-significant LRT chi-square statistic *χ*^2^ (Δ*df* = 10, *N* = 1469) *p* \< 0.01, critical value = 23.2 (Step 2 in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) pointing to better data-model fit for the the unidimensional than the multidimensional Rasch-model.

At the individual item level, all five CNL-scale items meet the model expectations and fit well to the partial credit parametrization of the unidimensional polytomous Rasch model (PCM)as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (chi-square values for N = 1469).Table 2Individual item fit statistics for the critical nutrition literacy-evaluation (CNL-E) scale (pairwise maximum likelihood estimation using RUMM)ItemLocSEThresholdsFitRes*χ*^2^ (*N* = 1395)*p*(*χ*^2^)3− 0.1710.04− 3.3− 1.8− 0.11.73.5−0.484.50.884−0.0990.04−3.1−2.0−0.21.93.41.406.10.732−0.0760.04−3.7−2.0−0.02.03.7−2.1412.40.1950.0970.04−2.8−1.8−0.21.63.31.249.90.3610.2480.04−2.7−2.0−0.31.73.2−1.729.60.39*Note:* Items sorted by location order, applying the partial credit parameterization (PCM) of the polytomous unidimensional Rasch model (PCM) was applied, *df* = 9Estimates shown are from unidimensional Rasch analysis using RUMM2030 software showing item location point estimate (*Loc*) with standard error (*SE*). The *p*(*χ*^2^) reports the probability of observing the *χ*^2^ value on the given degrees of freedom (*df*) where *df* = *G*-1 and *G* is the number of proficiency groups applied in the formal test of fit. The *thresholds* indicate the location of the items along the latent continuum, covering the latent trait from approximately −3.7 to + 3.7 logits. The rounded average of the five thresholds are approximately − 3, − 2, − 0, 2 and 3 logits respectively

All of the items in the CNL-E scale displayed ordered response categories, implying that the CNL-E raw score produces data at the ordinal level and can be transformed to interval using Rasch-modelling.

No item displayed within-item bias (DIF) across the different person factor levels for the available person factors (age, gender, socio-economic status/books at home, linguistic background/language spoken at home and cultural background/place of birth).

With the average item location centered at 0.0 logits, the mean person location at 0.42 logits suggests a sufficiently well-targeted scale, meaning that the items in the CNL-E scale sufficiently captured the range of the latent trait within the sample. From RUMM, using the weighted maximum likelihood estimator (WMLE) high reliability indices (PSI = 0.88 for the original data set (with missing values) and Cronbach's alpha = 0.90 for the complete data set without missing values), indicate that the CNL-E scale was a reliable measure in our sample. Likewise, estimation of the multidimensional model in ConQuest applying marginal maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), showed that both subscales in the 2-dimensional scale had MLE person separation reliability coefficients larger than 0.70 i.e.; dim1 (0.754), dim 2(70.21). Therefore, the CNL-E scale seems to measure "critical evaluation of nutrition information from various sources" sufficiently reliably in our sample.

Confirmatory factor analysis of the underlying latent structure {#Sec21}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Using Lisrel, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis in which we specified the a priori one-factor (CNL-E) measurement model with five observed variables (items CNL1 -- CNL5). Applying robust maximum likelihood estimation, the goodness-of-fit SRMR index was well below its target value (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) and the Satorra-Bentler *χ*^2^ value was insignificant possibly owing to large sample size (*N* = 1469). The CFI and NNFI were both very high and clearly above their respective target value. As the RMSEA was above .06 the CFit was below .05. Therefore, the absolute and the incremental fit indices, as opposed to the parsimony-adjusted indices, strengthened the hypothesis of a well-fitting measurement model. The post hoc model (model M2 in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), in which we added the uniqueness covariance between items CNL2 & CNL5 and between CNL1 & CNL4, as suggested by the modification indices in Lisrel; showed a significant improvement in all six fit indices as seen in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The modifications were purely data-driven and might therefore capitalize on sampling error. It is warranted that future studies define both models a priori and test whether model 2 (M2) is preferred to model 1 (M1).Table 3Model evaluation by goodness-of-fit indices (GOFI) for the a priori specified measurement model M1 in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and the re-specified and data-driven post hoc modified measurement model M2 in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (robust maximum likelihood estimation using the statistical package LISREL)Model (M) and GOFI goodness-of-fit target valueAbsolute GOFIParsimony-adjusted GOFIIncremental GOFISB scaled *χ*^2^ with p-valueSRMRRMSEA (90% CI)CFitCFINNFIM1 (*df* = 5, *N* = 1485)28.83, ***p*** **= .0000**0.021**0.115 (0.096; 0.135)0.000**0.9950.990M2 (*df* = 3, *N* = 1485)4.34, *p* = .22720.0090.054 (0.030; 0.081)0.3581.0000.999target value*p* \> .05\< .05\< .06 (\< .05; \< .08)\> .05\> .95\> .95*Note:* M2 is the more restricted and nested model obtained from M1 by the addition of the covariance between the uniqueness variance components of items CNL1 and CNL4, and items CNL2 and CNL5*df* = degrees of freedom, *N* = effective sample size (list wise deletion). Goodness-of-fit indices (GOFI) are classified as absolute, parsimony-adjusted and incremental: SB scaled *χ*^2^ = Satorra-Bentler scaled chi-square, SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation, CFit = p-value for test of Close Fit (i.e., the probability that RMSEA \< 0.05), CFI = Comparative Fit Index, NNFI = Non-Normed Fit Index = TLI = Tucker & Lewis fit index. Bold values imply mediocre to poor data-model fit (the SB scaled *χ*^2^ *p*-value for M1 is insignificant owing to large sample size)

Furthermore, investigation of the standardized residual matrix pointed to improved 'local fit' in the post hoc modified model, as indicated by a rise in the standardized residual values following the addition of parameters between the error variances as suggested by the modification indices (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Standardized residual matrices for the critical nutrition literacy evaluation (CNL-E) measurement modelsOriginal a priori model:VariableCNL1CNL2CNL3CNL4CNL5CNL1CNL20.380CNL30.6580.000CNL4−1.6681.627−0.8620.000CNL50.673−1.3801.390Modified *posthoc* model:VariableCNL1CNL2CNL3CNL4CNL5CNL10.000CNL20.000CNL30.9590.000CNL40.000−1.0240.000CNL5−0.3410.0000.8750.2150.000*Note:* All standardized residuals of the a priori and post hoc modified models are within the accepted range of ≤ +/− 1.96. The largest values (−1.668, − 1.380, 1.390) indicate that the a priori model does not account very well for the correlations between CNL1 and CNL4, CNL2 and CNL5, and CNL4 and CNL5 respectively. Adding parameters between the error covariances of CNL1 and CNL4, and CNL2 and CNL5 in the post hoc modified model results into a decrease in the residual values, indicating better fit

Investigation of the parameter estimates of both the a-priori model (M1) and post hoc modified model are shown in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} respectively. The better fitting model-the post hoc modified model, shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, show that all the factor loadings exceeded 0.71 and all unique variances were below 0.50, an indicator that the latent trait under study largely explained the variance in the responses to the observed variables. Taken together, the five variables measured accounted for approximately 70% of the variance in the latent factor, as indicated by a mean *R*^2^ value of 0.69. Both the a priori specified and post hoc modified models were over-identified as the difference between the number of distinct values (15) and the number of free parameters (10 and 12, respectively) were larger than 0 (*df* = 15--10 = 5 and *df* = 15--12 = 3, respectively). However, since the better fitting model- the post hoc model (M2) was tested on the same sample, there is a possibility of 'capitalizing on sampling error'.Table 5Model identification and model estimation for the a priori measurement model in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (applying robust DWLS and ML using the statistical package LISREL)Model IdentificationUnstandardized solutionCompletely standardized solutionDWLSMLDWLSMLFPObserved variablesEstimate(SE)Estimate(SE)EstimateEstimate1CNL1 factor loading.981(.024).984(.020).856.847CNL2 factor loading1.000\*1.000\*.872.8612CNL3 factor loading.932(.020).958(.020).813.8243CNL4 factor loading.932(.023).928(.021).813.7994CNL5 factor loading.931(.021).923(.022).812.7945CNL1 unique variance.267.282.267.2826CNL2 unique variance.239.259.239.2597CNL3 unique variance.339.320.339.3208CNL4 unique variance.339.362.339.3629CNL5 unique variance.340.369.340.369Latent variable12CNL-Eval variance\*\*.742(.023).741(.024)1.0001.000*Note*. CNL1 - CNL5 are the observed variables, CNL-Eval is the latent variable. FP = Free parameter (counting the number of free parameters to be estimated with reference to the unstandardized soultion), DWLS = Diagonally Weighted Least Squares estimation, ML = Maximum Likelihood estimation, SE = Standard Error, Factor loading = the proportion of the total variance that an item shares with the other items ie., is common to the items (a variance component accounted for by the latent variable in the model), Unique variance = the proportion of the total variance that is unique to an item (a variance component not accounted for by the latent variable model in the model i.e., the *un*modelled variance component). Additional correlation was specified between the error covariances of CNL1 and CNL4 and CNL2 and CNL5\#) Lisrel reports unique variance components as 1-*R*^2^ for both the standardized and the unstandardized solutions, where *R*^2^ is the squared standardized factor loading when the item only load on one factor\*) Factor loading constrained to 1 owing to item being used as reference or marker variable to resolve the origin and unit of measurement problem\*\*) The variance of the latent variable is the "covariance with itself" in the *un*standardized solution and the "correlation with itself" in the standardized solution. The latter is always 1Table 6Model identification and model estimation for the post hoc modified measurement model in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (applying robust DWLS and ML using the statistical package LISREL)Model IdentificationUnstandardized solutionCompletely standardized solutionDWLSMLDWLSMLFPObserved variablesEstimate(SE)Estimate(SE)EstimateEstimate1CNL1 factor loading.981(.024).976(.024).856.852CNL2 factor loading1.000\*1.000\*.872.8732CNL3 factor loading.932(.020).930(.020).813.8123CNL4 factor loading.932(.023).933(.023).813.8144CNL5 factor loading.931(.021).931(.021).812.8135CNL1 unique variance.267.274.267.2746CNL2 unique variance.239.238.239.2387CNL3 unique variance.339.341.339.3418CNL4 unique variance.339.337.339.3379CNL5 unique variance.340.339.340.33910CNL1,CNL4 uniqueness relationship\*\*− 0.061(.021)− 0.059(.021)−.061−.05911CNL2,CNL5 uniqueness relationship\*\*− 0.066(.018)−0.067(.018)−.066−.067Latent variable12CNL-Eval variance\*\*\*.761.024.762.0241.0001.000*Note*. CNL1 - CNL5 are the observed variables, CNL-Eval is the latent variable. FP = Free parameter (counting the number of free parameters to be estimated with reference to the unstandardized soultion), DWLS = Diagonally Weighted Least Squares estimation, ML = Maximum Likelihood estimation, SE = Standard Error, Factor loading = the proportion of the total variance that an item shares with the other items ie., is common to the items (a variance component accounted for by the latent variable in the model), Unique variance = the proportion of the total variance that is unique to an item (a variance component not accounted for by the latent variable model in the model i.e., the *un*modelled variance component). Additional correlation was specified between the error covariances of CNL1 and CNL4 and CNL2 and CNL5\#) Lisrel reports unique variance components as 1-*R*^2^ for both the standardized and the unstandardized solutions, where *R*^2^ is the squared standardized factor loading when the item only load on one factor\*) Factor loading constrained to 1 owing to item being used as reference or marker variable to resolve the origin and unit of measurement problem\*\*) The relationship refers to the covariance (in the *un*standardized solution) and the correlation (in the standardized solution) between the uniquene variance components of the repective observed variables. These relationships are data-driven re-specifications of M1\*\*\*) The variance of the latent variable is the "covariance with itself" in the *un*standardized solution and the "correlation with itself" in the standardized solution. The latter is always 1

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

Empirical data from the Rasch-modelling approach supports hypotheses H1 and H2 with one exception; the less complex parameterization of the polytomous unidimensional Rasch model (PCM) described the CNL-E scale data 'significantly' better than the more restricted rating scale parameterization (RSM) did. This means that the PCM contained more information about the data as it estimated one set of threshold parameters for each item, unlike the RSM, which estimates one set of step difficulties common for all items. We therefore offer the following post hoc explanation; that the four thresholds are not equal in size across the five items and there is need to estimate one set of threshold parameters for each item. And while using the same sample to evaluate fit of post hoc model modifications is not advised, we were not able to obtain another sample on which to test the modified model (M2). However we further justify these modifications based on the high negative residual correlations observed in Rasch analysis, indicative of items from different dimensions in the latent structure of the variable CNL-E.

Furthermore, qualitative interpretation of item content and categorization of the items into the subsets identified based on PCA residuals confirmed the substantive theory of the underlying latent trait (CNL-E); that critical evaluation of nutrition information from various sources requires skills that are well recognized and central to 'media literacy' and 'scientific literacy' \[[@CR24], [@CR61]\]. 'Media literacy' is concerned with skills pertaining to the ability to assess the consistency (reliability) of information while 'scientific literacy' is concerned with the skills that enable individuals to assess the the trustworthiness of information (validity of information) \[[@CR21]\].

Higher item order on the latent continuum suggests that items addressing skills related to assessing the validity of information appear to provide more information about the latent trait (CNL-E) than those concerned with assessing the reliability of information. This supposition finds support in Potter's cognitive model of media literacy \[[@CR23]\], in which he describes the advancement in skills associated with the different levels of information-processing, starting with *filtering* of messages, analogous to assessing the reliability of information and sources; through to *meaning-matching*, *meaning-making* and finally *meaning-construction*. The latter steps, which point to advanced information-processing, require individuals to refer to previously learned knowledge in order to determine the meaning of a message and thereby create their own meaning that is relevant for them. Similarly, it can be anticipated that the ability to assess validity of nutrition information, requiring the ability to effectively interprete and use scientific knowledge as a criterion to appraise nutrition information from various sources like the media; reflects an advanced level of CNL evaluation.

Limitations of the study {#Sec23}
------------------------

While it is recommended to evaluate fit of post hoc model modifications on a different sample in order to minimize the chances of capitalizing on sampling error, we were unable to obtain another sample on which to test the post hoc modified model. Therefore we recommend that the CNL-E scale is applied on different age-groups and populations in order give better insight into the validity of the modified model.

In the current study, the number of books owned at home was used as an indicator of family SES; while it is an appropriate indicator in studies involving young children and adolescents, it is rather outdated. With the widespread use of digital learning platforms including e-books, a better suited indicator of family SES could be the number of computers or e-readers that they have access to at home.

The sources of nutrition information that were captured by the items were limited to 'traditional' media and online media sources. Other information sources such as dietitians, peers, family could have been included, as it is equally important to establish the credibility of this information. Furthermore, rewording the items to remove complex jargon terms such as 'claims' might benefit the respondents who might not be familiar with the term.

Conclusion {#Sec24}
==========

A significant *theoretical* outcome of our study is that we managed to overcome a well-known challenge of nutrition literacy measurement; the lack of a clear theoretical basis and thereby poorly founded methodological advancement \[[@CR61]\].

An important practical outcome of this study was that we were able to develop a set of short non-abstract user-friendly test items assessing how individuals with a basic level of nutrition education (12th grade) evaluate nutrition information obtained from various sources. This is of significance as existing measures of critical evaluation of nutrition information are comprised of items which require the subjects to have an advanced knowledge about evidence-based medicine.

Furthermore, while it is recognized that measuring critical health literacy is demanding, requiring careful consideration of wording and context \[[@CR61], [@CR62]\]; the current study shows that by focusing on established aspects of the critical dimension of nutrition literacy such as 'evaluation of nutrition information and advice', it is possible to operationalize and measure nutrition literact at the 'more advanced' level (critical domain). Additionally, this study reveals the potential benefits of critical thinking skills in effective evaluation of nutrition information from various sources. By emphasizing the skillful analyzing, translating and application of established scientific knowledge across different disciplines like nutrition; individuals will be better equipped to identify potentially harmful nutrition claims, thereby lessening the 'confusion' caused by the seemingly contradicting nutrition information from various sources.

Lastly, as the field of nutrition literacy advances, applying instruments such as the valid, accurate and precise CNL-E scale presented in this paper, that may be beneficial in evaluating the impact of interventions and programs that are primarily focused on nutrition education.

AIC

:   Akaike Information criteria

CFA

:   Confirmatory factor analysis

CFI

:   Comparative fit index

CNL

:   Critical nutrition literacy

CNL-E

:   Critical Nutrition Literacy-Evaluation

*df*

:   Degrees of freedom

DIF

:   Differential item functioning

DWLS

:   Diagonally weighted least squares

FNL

:   Functional nutrition literacy

ICC

:   Item characteristic curve

INL

:   Interactive nutrition literacy

LRT

:   Likelihood ratio test

ML

:   Maximum likelihood

NNFI

:   Non-normed fit index

PCM

:   Partial credit parameterization of the Rasch model

PCMRSM

:   Rating scale parametrization of the Rasch model

PSI

:   Person Separation Index

RMSEA

:   Root mean square error of approximation

SB

:   Satorra-Bentler

SRMR

:   Standardized root mean square residual

No item unique correlations were specified a priori based on prior research in different samples. The FP increases to 12 and *df* decreases to 3 after specifying 2 unique correlations post hoc (model in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).
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